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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO
Consumer Service Division

Memorandum
 

CASE ID: 00832961
CUSTOMER: Roman Zoss
ADDRESS: Columbus, Ohio 43206
AIQ: Ohio Power Company
 
***To ensure your response attaches to the appropriate case, please reply 
to this email without changing the subject line.  Thank you!***
 
DOCKETING CASE #: 23-0023-EL-SSO
 
SUBJECT: Ohio Power Company - Protest Rate Case
 
 
Please docket the associated customer comment and/or attached in the 
case number referenced above under "Public Comments". This 
information was received by the Consumer Services Division through 
alternate channels and is being forwarded to be filed formally. This 
information is not the opinion of Staff and should not be viewed as such.
 
I am writing to object to the rate increase being planned by AEP. My 
objects are three fold. First is that they just had a rate increase. They 
shouldn't be allowed to surprise consumers with a second increase so 
soon after their last massive increase. Second, they shouldn't be allowed 
to increase rates and reduce reliability. It is one or the other. If they are 
going to charge more they should increase reliability, not ask for increases 
in the time people can be left without power. My third and final objection is 
that AEP is profitable! They don't need the money for these increase!!! 
Instead of paying share holder and CEOs we should be using this money 
for infrastructure. AEP is projected to have BILLIONS OF DOLLARS in 
profits this year. They should be forced to use that money first and only 
ask for rate increase if they are losing money. 
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may be publicly available to anyone who requests it.
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